
EXPECTATIONS
❏ Listen
❏ Believe in yourself and do not give up 
❏ Advocate for yourself - ask questions
❏ Laugh, work hard, have fun 

APPS/MATERIALS
● Google Classroom
● Google Drive
● Social Studies Journal 
● Notebook and Folder
● Headphones

CONTACT INFORMATION

● marksolomon@claytonschools.net
● Seminar hours: 2:47 - 3:10 T-F 
● Classroom phone: 314-854-6437

What will we do?   
💛 ENJOY: Have fun and enjoy coming to class. 
💡 LEARN: Gain familiarity with the role of the  
  United States in the 20th and 21s centuries and   
  practice historical thinking skills.
🔗 CONNECT: Find relevance in questions that 
  humans and societies wrestled with in the past.
💻 TECHNOLOGY: Acquire new technological skills. 
🤔 EXAMINE: Think about and discuss how the 
  world has changed over the past 120 years.

Be Kind and Work Hard

How will I show what I learn?

❏ Prep = completion work (0%)

❏ Assignments = work during learning; students will 
receive feedback re: what they are doing well and 
where they can improve (20%)

❏ Assessments = work at the end of a unit or after a 
student has had opportunity to practice and 
receive feedback (80%)

In 7th Grade social studies, we explore the 
United States between 1900 and today. We 
will explore the key events and changes of 
the past 150 years from an American 
perspective.

What will we learn?

THEME 1: “We the People”
Who are “We the People of the United States” and how 
has the nation’s population changed since 1900?

THEME 2: The Role of Government in our Lives
What is the purpose and role of government? What are 
the people and ideas - who are the people?

THEME 3: The Role of the United States in the 
World
How has the role of the United States in the world 
changed between the late 1800s and today?

THEME 4: Social and Economic Change
How has American culture changed over time?

          

What will we study?


